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It generates structured, searchable error reports for you.
Unreal, Unity, Xbox, iOS, Android, Windows, Mac, Linux, C, C++, or C#—we have you covered

Achieve a single repo for cross-platform crash and exception reporting.

Keep to your development schedule -Minimize the time/resources needed to fix severe issues as
new gameplay is developed and tested.

Know what errors happen in the wild without relying on player reports and manual interaction to
collect the data.

Identify which issues are most important to focus on based on player impact, or custom
information most important to you.
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START TRIAL NOW!

Answer the questions that matter
to you instantly with Backtrace’s
analytics engine.

Zoom out for an overview of error
frequency, prioritization, and
trends by game, platform, release,
or across everything. Aggregate
and filter using your own custom
tags or attributes.

REAL-TIME
ANALYSIS

FOCUS ON WHAT
MATTERS

Precise deduplication,
symbolication, and analysis. 

Quick response time on resolutions
by removing the noise and
surfacing the most important
signals for you. 

Never worry about missing a detail
with rich integrations into issue
tracking, notification, messaging,
and dashboarding tools.

BACKTRACE

ROBLOX SUPPORTS 100+M MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS WITH BACKTRACE
“ Every software has crashes and every developer should be able to fix them. 

With Backtrace, we get  everything –as it happens –in a way where we can easily 

filter through the data. This gives us unlimited scale in terms of platforms, users 

and analytics.”

-Christopher Swiedler, Sr. Engineer at Roblo

TRUSTED BY CUSTOMERS YOU KNOW...

THQ NORDIC CUTS CRASH RESOLUTION TIME BY OVER 50%
“Every software has crashes and every developer should be able to fix them. With 

Backtrace, we get  everything –as it happens –in a way where we can easily filter 

through the data. This gives us unlimited  scale in terms of platforms, users

and analytics.”

-ReinhardPollice, Executive Producer at THQ Nordic
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